
Order of
Worship



Let’s start with the literal,

physical “order of service” print document that

many churches hand out at the doorway



Assume that each of the documents below

is a great fit for their people

So who are their people?



This one?



This one?

p.1



This one?

p.2



This one?

p.1



This one?

p. 2-10



This one?



This one?

Cover and p.1 

of a 16 page  

document



This one?

Front face



This one?

Back face



That last one, like some other contemporary places, 

doesn’t actually hand out a traditional order of worship at all 



Their attendees are the ones who 

don’t need to know exactly what comes next

But the worship designers certainly know



Note:

Worship Design 

is not the same as

Worship Planning



Worship design tools ≠ worship planning tools

Planning means
communication

Might be digital



Worship design tools ≠ worship planning tools

Planning means
communication

Might be IRL



But Worship DESIGN comes before planning

We design an event that we hope 

facilitates someone’s experience of the Divine.



So we start by asking who is this FOR



Which people are our people?

















Worship is a type of language

So we must speak the language 

of the people we serve

Worship is a type of language



Psychographics - personality, lifestyle, activities, interests +

Demographics – age, gender, ethnicity, education, income +

Tradition – denomination, political leaning, family connection +

Geography – street, neighborhood, city, region +



Different people define the core, essential elements 

of a spiritual experience in different ways



5 Core elements

• Mystical union

• Aha moments 

• Remembrance 

• Instruction

• Challenge



Mystical union

silence 

inner listening 

suspended time

oneness with all things



Aha Moments

epiphanies 

self-revelation

chills, gasps

laughter



Remembrance

heritage 

tribe bonding

stability

religare = “to tie back”



Instruction

set prayers

scriptures

principles

doctrine



Challenge

call to action

charity

social justice

self improvement



Which are most important to your target?

• Mystical union

• Aha moments 

• Remembrance 

• Instruction

• Challenge



Once we know who it’s FOR 

Then we imagine the shape or feeling

of the service as a whole

And what’s most important to THEM



There are many models, 

like the basic Western Dramatic Arc



Or the Gathering 

and Releasing model



But you can also think of it like 

a meal, with appetizers, 

entrée, dessert  



Or think of it like love-making, 

with terms like flirtation, 

seduction, foreplay, passion 



Sports language works, too, 

as in “moving the ball” or 

“there for a smooth pass”



The Hero’s Journey has terms 

that may apply, too.

There is no single way to 

envision spiritual experiences.



But we do need to clarify what is success

or we won’t know when we’ve succeeded



It is absolutely not okay to 

leave it at “well, the minister 

knows what she likes”



No matter how nice they are, 

without clarity, their bad mood 

can become your failure



So now we know who it’s FOR 

Then we pin down the “knowns” 

These are prescribed elements we may not control

And we have a sense of the SHAPE of the service



Budgets

Physical resources

Personnel

Timing

Ministry topics

Established expectations



Maybe your Order of Worship 

is one of those “knowns”



If you inherit a pre-set order of service,

you may be asked to just swap out

last week’s songs for different ones. 

Theoretically that can seem like a blessing



A new worship arts designer may 

inherit a system on Friday

So we plug in whatever works 

to get to Sunday



Without ever re-thinking the Order of Service itself



Well, if it aint broke, don’t fix it, right?



Except it IS broke



These are US church attendance charts 



Re-thinking Order of Worship

might not end this 60 year industry-wide decline.

But there is no safety in the consistency of decline.



So let’s try a few things

In Part II, we’ll look at our 

Worship Design Toolbox


